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Ditch those boring wine glasses and clunky beer mugs, and serve up these deliciously fun jelly

shots at your next party! Jelly Shots is a colorful collection of inventive shots that transforms the

shoddy plastic shot glass into a stunningly beautiful party treat. From Birthday Cake and Gummy

Bear shots to Cucumber Mint Juleps and Lemon Drops, there's a boozy treat in here for every

holiday and occasion all year round.Featuring 70 easy-to-follow recipes using simple ingredients,

this is the must-have shot companion for anyone who loves throwing a good party and concocting

signature drinks. Using the step-by-step instructions, you'll learn to make innovative shots, including

S'mores, Strawberry Margaritas, Peach & Vanilla Champagne, Peanut Butter & Jelly, and dozens

more. Shots never looked this good!
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I bought this for my sister-in-law who is known for her jello shots at all parties and loves to be

creative. She received it with enthusiasm and plans on going to do as many as she can. woo-hoo,

big hit!

This is the ONLY book you need to find the perfect recipe for any occasion, holiday or party. From

the cutest donut jelly shots to beautiful raspberry lemonade slices, these recipes will have your

friends and family members beyond impressed. Promise that if you take these little treats to your

next party, people will be talking about them all night! Michelle Cordero makes the recipes easy to



understand and totally do-able even for a beginner. The perfect party gift OR splurge for yourself!

This is the second Jello Shot recipe book I own, and I think I love it even more than the first. The

recipes are mostly original, some are from her website. The variety is great and a lot of fun. I bring

these shots to parties and they are always a hit. Highly recommend this book!

I've been following www.thatssomichelle.com for a while and have been so excited for this book,

and it doesn't disappoint! The photography is stellar, the recipes are so cute and creative, and the

instructions are easy to follow. I especially love that there are kid-friendly (non-alcoholic) variations

that can be done for almost any of the recipes. Makes for a great gift or as a go-to book for creative

serving ideas!

Just made the strawberry margarita and watermelon mojito jello shots for a neighborhood block

party and they were a HUGE hit! So adorable and deliciousâ€¦ and a cinch to make (and they

actually turn out looking just as good as the pictures in the book). Can't wait for the next excuse to

try more of these!

I was looking for a book that would give me creative recipes for parties and holidays and this is just

the one! The pictures and recipes are so creative and the ones I have tried have turned out

amazing! I love it so much I bought it for a few friends too!

Love this book! Perfect book with the best recipes for parties! I love the photos and the creative

ideas for jelly shots. Since my purchase I have gifted this book to 5 friends as they kept borrowing

mine :)
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